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 The new release adds tons of functionality to the package. New integrated native formats, Audio Units and VST 2 support, Free
upgrade to VST 3 for selected plugins and integration of new processing plugins: Vocoder, EQ, Compressor, Harmonizer, Noise

gate, Pitch shifter and Many other new plugins and effects. Native VST 2 support Soundtoys offers native support for VST 2
plugins. If a plugin already has VST 2 support (check with the plugin’s developer) it will be automatically integrated into the

Soundtoys library. If you want to keep it in Soundtoys, please just move it to the VST plugins folder. Some plugins will
automatically be updated to VST 3 and you can switch them in your own sound modules / plugin manager. Plugin interface
Soundtoys is an entirely new interface. It offers various editor’s and presets’ areas, different modules which can be used like
VST modules but also with various filter modules and various effects. Use your editor or presets to build your own plugin

modules for the Soundtoys interface. The soundtoys.SoundModule interface provides four main sections. The top menu holds a
number of modules. The right section holds some presets to a specific module. The middle section holds editing controls for the
respective module. The bottom section holds your metadata, a soundtoys version number and various tabs. All modules have the

same Interface on every SoundModule Effects Effects are the heart of Soundtoys. All plugins can be used as normal VST
plugins. Of course they are mostly used as VST plugins. However, you can also use them as normal modules. Select an effect,

hit the Edit button and a new effect module will be opened in your editor. Every module opens with default settings for the type
of signal it needs. However, you can either set those values in the editor or choose the Default values. For example, the

convolution module needs one input and one output. The input has a gain and a pan-control to control the input level. The output
has a gain and a pan control. You can choose the settings from the settings area. You can use the same Effect settings across all
modules, but make sure the same Effect is loaded into each module. For example the convolution module needs a convolution

filter, so make sure you have a convolution module loaded. And 82157476af
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